Computer Sciences/Laboratory Director

The Aerospace Corporation seeks a Laboratory Director who can provide technical and administrative leadership and direction to a laboratory conducting research and program support in computer science and technology related to space systems. The selected candidate will be responsible for managing the staff and resources of the laboratory organization and for assuring high quality research programs and responsiveness to Aerospace and Air Force program requirements.

Candidates should have a PhD or equivalent in computer sciences and the ability to attract and develop a first-rate staff and to develop a high-quality technical program. Also required is a record of substantial personal technical achievements and an excellent technical reputation. Previous experience in managing a substantial high-level technical computer science organization is essential. Advanced research in program verification is highly desirable. The position also requires excellent communication skills, responsiveness to budgetary and schedule constraints and a demonstrated ability to interact effectively with high-level Aerospace, government and contractor personnel.

Aerospace is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to national defense needs through the application of technical expertise. We offer an excellent salary and benefits package. For immediate consideration, please send your resume and salary history in confidence to: The Aerospace Corporation, Professional Placement, M2/118, P.O. Box 92957, Dept. PJ649, Los Angeles, CA 90009.

The Aerospace Corporation
An Affirmative Action Employer / U.S. Citizenship Required

Letters

Air-traffic-control issue a harbinger?

To the editor:

Congratulations on a superb February 1987 issue with its extensive coverage of air-traffic-control system technology! The in-depth, multi-faceted presentations of the safety systems behind a mode of transportation common to Computer’s readers leads me to believe that this issue captured the attention of us all.

I have this regret, however. When renewing my 1987 IEEE membership, I opted out of the Computer Society, putting a stop to my Computer subscription, having tired of the incessant stream of alienating esotericism in the majority of its articles. Patiently I yearned for a substantive application emphasis. Issue continued to follow issue, each crammed with its continuing, exotic, alienating, esoteric irrelevance—much of which smacked of academic arrogance—with little that I could truly enjoy reading.

After concluding that I had had enough of its reader unfriendliness, I put the ax to my Computer subscription. And wouldn’t cha know? Along comes the thoroughly enjoyable ATC issue!

My hope is that this signals a change for the better in Computer’s editorial content. With my direct link severed, I’ll continue to monitor Computer by “riding shotgun” on a colleague’s subscription (as was done with the February issue), and who knows? Perhaps my mailman might once again greet me, as he’s done in the past, with his comment that puts to rest all speculation about whether the gang at the Post Office peruses our magazines: “Here’s that strange magazine again!”

Peter Kushkowskie
Haddam, Conn.

Check page 6 for a preview of our editorial plans, then call Computer’s circulation manager, Christina Champion, at (714) 821-8380. She has your letter tacked to her bulletin board and will personally expedite processing of your late renewal and mailing of the issues you missed.

—Ed.

Moving?

PLEASE NOTIFY US 4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
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